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The Routledge Companion to Sociolinguistics 2007 publisher description
The Routledge Companion to the Work of John R. Rickford 2019-09-17 this
comprehensive collection is the first full book length volume to bring
together writing focused around and inspired by the work of john
rickford and his role in sociolinguistic research over the last four
decades featuring contributions from more than 40 leading scholars in
the field the volume integrates both historical and current perspectives
on key topics in rickford s body of work at the intersection of language
and society highlighting the influence of his work from diverse fields
such as sociolinguistics stylistics creole studies and language and
education the volume is organized around four sections each representing
one of the fundamental strands in rickford s scholarship over the course
of his career bookended by short vignettes that feature stories from the
field to more broadly contextualize his intellectual legacy language
contact from a sociolinguistic and sociohistorical point of view the
political ramifications of linguistic heterogeneity the stylistic
implications of language variation and change the educational
implications of linguistic heterogeneity and social injustice taken
together the routledge companion to the work of john r rickford serves
as a platform to showcase rickford s pioneering contributions to the
field and in turn to socially reflective linguistic research more
generally making this key reading for students and researchers in
sociolinguistics creole studies language and style and language and
education
Sociolinguistics 2007 assuming no prior knowledge the books in this
series offer an accessible overview of the subject with activities study
questions sample analyses commentaries and key readings
An Introduction to Sociolinguistics 2021-04-12 an introduction to
sociolinguistics the new eighth edition of an introduction to
sociolinguistics brings this valuable bestselling textbook up to date
with the latest in sociolinguistic research and pedagogy providing a
broad overview of the study of language in social context with
accessible coverage of major concepts theories methods issues and
debates within the field this leading text helps students develop a
critical perspective on language in society as they explore the complex
connections between societal norms and language use the eighth edition
contains new and updated coverage of such topics as the societal aspects
of african american vernacular english aave multilingual societies and
discourse gender and sexuality ideologies and language attitudes and the
social meanings of linguistic forms organized in four sections this text
first covers traditional language issues such as the distinction between
languages and dialects identification of regional and social variation
within languages and the role of context in language use and
interpretation subsequent chapters cover approaches to research in
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sociolinguistics variationist sociolinguistics ethnography and discourse
analytic research and address both macro and micro sociolinguistic
aspects of multilingualism in national transnational global and digital
contexts the concluding section of the text looks at language in
relation to gender and sexuality education and language planning and
policy issues featuring examples from a variety of languages and
cultures that illustrate topics such as social and regional dialects
multilingualism and the linguistic construction of identity this text
provides perspectives on both new and foundational research in
sociolinguistics and linguistic anthropology an introduction to
sociolinguistics eighth edition remains the ideal textbook for upper
level undergraduate and graduate course in sociolinguistics language and
society linguistic anthropology applied and theoretical linguistics and
education the new edition has also been updated to support classroom
application with a range of effective pedagogical tools including end of
chapter written exercises and an instructor website as well as materials
to support further learning such as reading suggestions research ideas
and an updated companion student website containing a searchable
glossary a review guide additional exercises and examples and links to
online resources
Doing Sociolinguistics 2015-06-26 doing sociolinguistics a practical
guide to data collection and analysis provides an accessible
introduction and guide to the methods of data collection and analysis in
the field of sociolinguistics it offers students the opportunity to
engage directly with some of the foundational and more innovative work
being done in the quantitative or variationist paradigm divided into
sixteen short chapters doing sociolinguistics can be used as a core text
in class or as an easy reference whilst undertaking research walks
readers through the different phases of a sociolinguistic project
providing all the knowledge and skills students will need to conduct
their own analyses of language features excerpts from key research
articles exercises with real data from the authors own research sample
answers to the exercises and further reading is supported by the
routledge sociolinguistics companion website routledge com textbooks
meyerhoff which features further online exercises with sound files
designed to function as both a core text for methods classes in
sociolinguistics and as a companion to the routledge textbook
introducing sociolinguistics this book will be essential reading for all
students studying and researching in this area
The Routledge Companion to English Language Studies 2009-06-30 the
routledge companion to english language studies is an accessible guide
to the major topics debates and issues in english language studies this
authoritative collection includes entries written by well known language
specialists from a diverse range of backgrounds who examine and explain
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established knowledge and recent developments in the field covering a
wide range of topics such as globalization gender and sexuality and food
packaging this volume provides critical overviews of approaches to
researching describing and analyzing english the position of english as
a global language the use of english in texts practices and discourses
variation and diversity throughout the english speaking world fully
cross referenced throughout and featuring useful definitions of key
terms and concepts this is an invaluable guide for teachers wishing to
check consolidate or update their knowledge and is an ideal resource for
all students of english language studies
Introducing Sociolinguistics 2018-08-06 this third edition of miriam
meyerhoff s highly successful textbook provides a solid up to date
appreciation of the interdisciplinary nature of the field and covers
foundation issues recent advances and current debates it presents
familiar or classic data in new ways and supplements the familiar with
fresh examples from a wide range of languages and social settings it
clearly explains the patterns and systems that underlie language
variation in use as well as the ways in which alternations between
different language varieties index personal style social power and
national identity new features of the third edition every chapter has
been revised and updated with current research in the field including
material on sexuality polylanguaging and lifespan change additional
connections with theory and facts no really are included throughout data
from sign languages historical linguistics and asia pacific
sociolinguistics have been revised and expanded a brand new companion
website featuring more examples and exercises can be found at routledge
com textbooks meyerhoff chapters include exercises that enable readers
to engage critically with the text break out boxes making connections
between sociolinguistics and linguistic or social theory and brief
lively add ons guaranteed to make the book a memorable and enjoyable
read with a full glossary of terms and suggestions for further reading
this text gives students all the tools they need for an excellent
command of sociolinguistics it can also be used in conjunction with the
routledge sociolinguistics reader doing sociolinguistics and the online
resources shared by all three books
Research Methods in Sociolinguistics 2013-10-14 this single volume guide
equips students of sociolinguistics with a full set of methodological
tools including data collection and analysis techniques explained in
clear and accessible terms by leading experts it features project
suggestions troubleshooting tips and data assessment across diverse
languages explores an array of anthropological and scientific methods
that cover the full spectrum of contemporary sociolinguistics from the
study of style and discourse analysis to the study of phonetics details
the types of data available and explains collection methods ranging from
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sociolinguistic interviews to linguistic landscapes provides
comprehensive coverage of data analysis subdivided into segments on
linguistic and socio cultural techniques and linked to numerous
languages includes useful summaries seasoned advice and troubleshooting
tips ideas for research projects and a full directory of supplementary
reading
The Routledge Companion to Semiotics and Linguistics 2001 the book is a
reference resource to combine the complex and closely related fields of
semiotics and linguistics ten essays cover the following concepts
abduction code grapheme modelling philology and syntax it also focuses
on theories and schools including american structuralism pragmatism and
the prague school
A Companion to Linguistic Anthropology 2008-04-15 a companion to
linguistic anthropology provides a series of in depth explorations of
key concepts and approaches by some of the scholars whose work
constitutes the theoretical and methodological foundations of the
contemporary study of language as culture provides a definitive overview
of the field of linguistic anthropology comprised of original
contributions by leading scholars in the field summarizes past and
contemporary research across the field and is intended to spur students
and scholars to pursue new paths in the coming decades includes a
comprehensive bibliography of over 2000 entries designed as a resource
for anyone seeking a guide to the literature of linguistic anthropology
Corpus-Based Sociolinguistics 2013-12-17 in the last decade the
availability of corpora and the technological advancements of corpus
tools have increased dramatically applied linguists have greater access
to data from around the world and in a variety of languages through
websites blogs and social networking sites and there is a high level of
interest among these scholars in applying corpora and corpus based
methods to other research areas particularly sociolinguistics this
innovative guidebook presents a systematic in depth account of using
corpora in sociolinguistics it introduces and expands the application of
corpora and corpus approaches and tools in sociolinguistic research
surveys the growing number of studies in corpus based sociolinguistics
and provides instructions and options for designing and developing
corpus based studies readers will find practical information on such
contemporary topics as workplace registers megacorpora and using the web
as a corpus vignettes case studies discussion questions and activities
throughout further enhance students involvement with the material and
provide opportunities for hands on practice of the methods discussed
corpus based sociolinguistics is a comprehensive and accessible guide a
must read for any student or scholar interested in exploring this
popular and promising approach to sociolinguistic research
Glossary of Sociolinguistics 2019-08-08 this pocket sized alphabetic
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guide introduces popular terms used in the study of language and society
a central topic within modern linguistics sociolinguistics deals with
human communication and the use of language in its social context
clearly written by a leading authority in the field this glossary
provides full coverage of both traditional and contemporary terminology
including the relatively new areas within sociolinguistics of sign
language gay language and cross cultural communication key features an
ideal companion to courses in sociolinguistics language variation and
change dialectology english language and language and gender contains
illustrations dialect maps and a bibliography provides linguistic
examples of the terms defined supplies numerous cross references to
related terms
The Routledge Companion to Linguistics in India 2022-10-20 this
companion offers a unique introductory study of linguistics in india
well supplemented with sample problems and linguistic puzzles to bolster
analytical skills and logical reasoning it promotes a unique inquiry
based approach to learning linguistics the volume looks at all the major
subdisciplines of linguistics including phonetics phonology morphology
semantics syntax and the interdisciplinary domains of psycholinguistics
and neurolinguistics it provides a wealth of data not only from many
indian languages belonging to the primary language families present in
the country indo aryan dravidian austro asiatic and tibeto burman but
also from the endangered languages of the tai kadai family of assam and
the greater andamanese family the author gives a holistic view of the
linguistic landscape of india and fills a significant gap in the study
of the lesser known languages of south asia this volume will be an
excellent resource for students and researchers of indian languages
cultural studies south asian studies and all branches of linguistics
What Is Sociolinguistics? 2017-09-29 how is our language affected by our
ethnicity gender and region how are our conversations and other
interactions structured how does society view and regulate language how
do we use language to present ourselves to others in this revised and
updated second edition of the popular what is sociolinguistics gerard
van herk explores these and other intriguing questions about language
how we use it and its relationships to society van herk guides the
reader on a tour through the major issues that define the field
including region status gender time language attitudes interaction and
style at the same time exploring the sociolinguistics of multilingualism
culture and ethnicity language contact and education this second edition
has been revised and updated to include new and more exercises
discussion questions and suggested readings as well as expanded chapters
exploring gender duality and latino english key readings are introduced
in van herk s clear and engaging voice which accompanies the text
throughout providing an accessible point of entry for those new to or
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less familiar with sociolinguistics chapter summaries and textboxes are
similarly employed to signpost and illuminate learning a companion
website features powerpoint slides for each chapter with suggestions for
framing class discussions and exercises further examples of concepts
discussed additional reading suggestions and ready to go slides for
class presentation packed with the latest research and practical
teaching aids what is sociolinguistics second edition retains the highly
praised character of its predecessor and provides an essential up to
date text for both students and instructors alike
Thinking Sociolinguistically 2018-12-06 this is a practical guide to
planning conducting and presenting a sociolinguistic research project
written in an accessible and engaging style the book begins with a brief
review of what sociolinguists study and how they study it before guiding
students step by step through the research process it presents a range
of qualitative and quantitative data collection and analysis methods
including surveys interviews and corpora supported by examples from both
published researchers and student projects drawing on the experiences of
their own students the authors provide supportive guidance on common
areas of difficulty such as framing questions selecting participants and
interpreting data the final part shows you how to organise and write up
your findings chapters are further enriched with hands on activities and
discussion questions this is an essential companion for budding
sociolinguistic researchers with a desire to understand the linguistic
landscapes around them and communicate their findings to others
The Routledge Sociolinguistics Reader 2010 key readings in past and
present sociolinguistics accompanied by helpful comprehension questions
and challenging conceptual questions plus a companion website with
further exercises and study questions
The Bloomsbury Companion to Cognitive Linguistics 2014-06-19 the
bloomsbury companion to cognitive linguistics is a comprehensive and
accessible reference resource to research in contemporary cognitive
linguistics written by leading figures in the field the volume provides
readers with an authoritative overview of methods and current research
topics and future directions the volume covers all the most important
issues concepts movements and approaches in the field it devotes space
to looking specifically at the major figures and their contributions it
is a complete resource for postgraduate students and researchers working
within cognitive linguistics psycholinguistics and those interested more
generally in language and cognition
Experimental Research Methods in Sociolinguistics 2018-02-22 an
accessible user friendly guide to the variety of different experimental
methods used in sociolinguistics experimental research methods in
sociolinguistics walks students through the how to of experimental
methods used to investigate variation in both speech production and
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perception focusing squarely on practice and application it takes the
reader from defining a research question to choosing an appropriate
framework to completing a research project featuring a companion website
with information on experiment friendly software sample experiments and
suggestions for work to undertake the book also covers ethical concerns
how to measure production and perception how to construct and use
corpora
The Sociolinguistics of Language 1990 a companion to the author s
sociolinguistics of society this textbook examines the influence of
social interaction in language use and discusses a variety of facts
about language from the commonplace to the exotic
Data Collection in Sociolinguistics 2017-11-22 the second edition of
data collection in sociolinguistics methods and applications continues
to provide up to date succinct relevant and informative discussion about
methods of data collection in sociolinguistic research written by a
range of top sociolinguists both veteran and emerging scholars it covers
the main areas of research design conducting research and sharing data
findings in addition to revisions of original material this edition
includes nine new vignettes covering such topics as collecting data from
social media conducting linguistic landscape research forensic
linguistic data collection and working with transgender communities a
companion website sociolinguisticdatacollection com provides enhanced
pedagogical features such as discussion questions activities end of
chapter exercises and contributor videos this volume is the one stop go
to guide for the numerous quantitative qualitative and mixed methods
used in sociolinguistic research it is the ideal resource for
undergraduate and graduate courses in sociolinguistic research field
methods and data collection
The Sociolinguistics of Language 1990 a companion to the author s
sociolinguistics of society this textbook examines the influence of
social interaction in language use and discusses a variety of facts
about language from the commonplace to the exotic
The Sociolinguistics of Grammar 2014-04-16 the aim of this book is to
investigate and attain new insights on how and to what extent the wider
sociolinguistic context of language use and contact impinges on formal
grammatical structures the papers contained in the book approach this
important problem from various points of view by focusing on language
evolution and change on multilingualism language mixing and dialect
variation on spoken language and on creole languages given the
theoretical perspectives methodological focus and analyses the book will
be of interest to theoretical linguists as well as sociolinguists from
undergraduate students to researchers
A New Companion to Linguistic Anthropology 2023-06-06 provides an
expansive view of the full field of linguistic anthropology featuring an
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all new team of contributing authors representing diverse new
perspectives a new companion to linguistic anthropology provides a
timely and authoritative overview of the field of study that explores
how language influences society and culture bringing together more than
30 original essays by an interdisciplinary panel of renowned scholars
and younger researchers this comprehensive volume covers a uniquely wide
range of both classic and contemporary topics as well as cutting edge
research methods and emerging areas of investigation building upon the
success of its predecessor the acclaimed blackwell companion to
linguistic anthropology this new edition reflects current trends and
developments in research and theory entirely new chapters discuss topics
such as the relationship between language and experiential phenomena the
use of research data to address social justice racist language and
raciolinguistics postcolonial discourse and the challenges and
opportunities presented by social media migration and global
neoliberalism innovative new research analyzes racialized language in
world of warcraft the ethics of public health discourse in south africa
the construction of religious doubt among orthodox jewish bloggers
hybrid forms of sociality in videoconferencing and more presents fresh
discussions of topics such as american indian speech communities
creolization language mixing language socialization deaf communities
endangered languages and language of the law addresses recent trends in
linguistic anthropological research including visual documentation
ancient scribes secrecy language and racialization global hip hop
justice and health and language and experience utilizes ethnographic
illustration to explore topics in the field of linguistic anthropology
includes a new introduction written by the editors and an up to date
bibliography with over 2 000 entries a new companion to linguistic
anthropology is a must have for researchers scholars and undergraduate
and graduate students in linguistic anthropology as well as an excellent
text for those in related fields such as sociolinguistics discourse
studies semiotics sociology of language communication studies and
language education
An Introduction to Sociolinguistics 2017 in this best selling
introductory textbook janet holmes and nick wilson examine the role of
language in a variety of social contexts considering both how language
works and how it can be used to signal and interpret various aspects of
social identity divided into three sections this book explains basic
sociolinguistic concepts in the light of classic approaches as well as
introducing more recent research this fifth edition has been revised and
updated throughout using key concepts and examples to guide the reader
through this fascinating area including a new chapter on identity that
reflects the latest research a brand new companion website which is
fully cross referenced within this book and which includes and video and
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audio materials interactive activities and links to useful websites
updated and revised examples and exercises which include new material
from tanzania wales paraguay and timor leste fully updated further
reading and references sections an introduction to sociolinguistics is
the essential introductory text for all students of sociolinguistics and
a splendid point of reference for students of english language studies
linguistics and applied linguistics
Understanding Language Choices 2012 understanding language choices is an
introductory textbook for anyone studying the motivations behind
language use choices it provides an introduction into the numerous
factors both internal and external influencing such choices in a speech
community language attitudes language learning identity the mobility of
the community and much more the book also provides a foundation for the
study of linguistic variation within a speech community as well as an
introduction to methods of data collection when studying the outcomes of
language use choices an important aspect of this book is its emphasis on
a participatory approach to language choice research that empowers the
speech community the final chapter discusses lifestyle concerns that
researchers may encounter when conducting field studies in developing
nations written with the beginner in mind this textbook includes
numerous examples and case studies from around the world to illustrate
the realities of sociolinguistic field research a companion website
keeps users of the book up to date with descriptions of the most current
research methodologies ken decker received his m a in linguistics from
the university of texas at arlington in 1992 he brings to this book over
25 years experience in field research in the sociology of language and
language development he has conducted sociolinguistic surveys in more
than 35 languages in asia and the americas and served as consultant on
surveys in africa australia europe and the pacific ken is particularly
interested in the role of language research in strategic language
development john grummitt received his m a in applied linguistics from
the university of leicester in 2002 drawing on his decade s experience
as an academic writing tutor and trainer of teachers in esl programs in
japan and south korea his more recent survey work in papua new guinea
has given him a perspective supplementary to decker s on sociolinguistic
fieldwork and language development
The Bloomsbury Companion to Language Industry Studies 2019-11-14 this
volume provides a comprehensive overview of the key issues shaping the
language industry including translation interpreting machine translation
editing terminology management technology and accessibility by exploring
current and future research topics and methods the companion addresses
language industry stakeholders researchers trainers and working
professionals who are keen to know more about the dynamics of the
language industry providing systematic coverage of a diverse range of
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translation and interpreting related topics and featuring an a to z of
key terms the bloomsbury companion to language industry studies examines
how industry trends and technological advancement can optimize best
practices in multilingual communication language industry workspaces and
training
The Routledge Companion to English Studies 2014-03-14 english is now a
global phenomenon no longer defined by fixed territorial cultural and
social functions the routledge companion to english studies provides an
authoritative overview of the subject area taking into account the
changing conceptualisations of english this companion considers both
historical trajectories and contemporary perspectives whilst also
showcasing the state of the art contributions made by the established
scholars of the field the routledge companion to english studies
provides a set of broad perspectives on english as a subject of study
and research highlights the importance of the link between english and
other languages within the concepts of multilingualism and
polylingualism investigates the use of language in communication through
the medium of digital technology covering key issues such as digital
literacies multimodal literacies and games and broadcast language
explores the role of english in education taking account of social
ethnographic and global perspectives on pedagogical issues this
collection of thirty four newly commissioned articles provides a
comprehensive and up to date picture of the dynamic and diverse field of
english studies and will be an invaluable text for advanced students and
researchers in this area
Corpus Linguistics for Sociolinguistics 2009-02-25 fully updated and
expanded for the second edition this core textbook provides rigorous
coverage of the key themes and debates at the cutting edge of
sociolinguistics research and brings together many of the most
influential scholars in the field comprising six distinctive parts and
almost fifty individual chapters it introduces students to a wealth of
issues in sociolinguistics including refashioning linguistic identities
code switching language rights and the social functions of small talk
chapters are richly illustrated with examples and informed by the latest
scholarly debates this is an essential companion for all undergraduates
and postgraduates involved in the study of sociolinguistics it will be
an ideal resource for lecturers teaching modules on topics such as
language variation language and gender language attitudes and
multilingualism
The New Sociolinguistics Reader 2011 incorporates exercises and projects
in each chapter
Sociophonetics 2020-11-16 research companion to language and country
branding brings together entirely new interdisciplinary research
conducted by scholars working on various sociolinguistic semiotic
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anthropological and discursive analytical aspects of country branding
all over the world branding is a process of identity construction
whereby countries gain visibility and put themselves on the world map as
distinctive entities by drawing on their history culture economy society
geography and their people through branding countries aim not only at
establishing their uniqueness but also and perhaps most importantly at
attracting tourism investments high quality human capital as well as at
forging financial military political and social alliances against this
backdrop this volume explores how countries and regions imagine and
portray others and themselves in terms of gender ethnicity and diversity
today as well as the past in this respect the book examines how branding
differs from other related policies and practices such as nation
building banal nationalism and populism this volume is an essential
reference for students researchers and practitioners with an interest in
country nation and place branding processes
Research Companion to Language and Country Branding 2015-11-02 making
waves tells the human story of an academic field based on one to one
interviews with 43 of the most famous scholars in variationist
sociolinguistics explanations of concepts ideas good practice and sage
advice come directly from the progenitors of the discipline an authentic
inside story about the origins of sociolinguistics as language variation
and change recording the context and spirit of sociolinguistics gives
students access to the views on language variation of major
sociolinguists such as bill labov and peter trudgill offers a human
story of an academic field and is written in the style of a novel
offering complete accessibility with minimal in group terminology
provides a timely audio archive of the reminiscences of the major
sociolinguists including labov fasold milroy trudgill and wolfram with a
companion website featuring 400 audio clips from the interviews visit
the site at wiley com go tagliamonte makingwaves
Making Waves 2001 the book a companion to teaching of english is
designed to attract the students and teachers to the seminal art of the
teaching of english as a second language it encompasses various aspects
of the language in brief it will guide the students in preparing for the
examination in teaching of english
A Companion to Teaching of English 2018-01-01 william labov b 1927 has
been a driving force in linguistics for over four decades throughout
north america and in much of the rest of the world his name is
synonymous with sociolinguistics this new guide for the perplexed
summarizes labov s work in a number of subfields including historical
linguistics discourse analysis and not least sociolinguistics it also
sketches a broader context for appreciating labov s major innovations
his considerable and growing legacy is discussed with comparative
glances to other ways of approaching language within linguistics and in
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neighboring disciplines since the publication of the social
stratification of english in new york city in 1966 labov has pushed the
boundaries of sociolinguistics decade after decade but there has been no
one volume guide to his work this is that guide
Labov: A Guide for the Perplexed 2010-06-28 ethnographic fieldwork is
something which is often presented as mysterious and inexplicable how do
we know certain things after having done fieldwork are we sure we know
and what exactly do we know this book describes ethnographic fieldwork
as the gradual accumulation of knowledge about something you don t know
much about we start from ignorance and gradually move towards knowledge
on the basis of practices for which we have theoretical and
methodological motivations jan blommaert and dong jie draw on their own
experiences as fieldworkers in explaining the complexities of
ethnographic fieldwork as a knowledge trajectory they do so in an easily
accessible way that makes these complexities easier to understand and to
handle before during and after fieldwork
Ethnographic Fieldwork 2015-02-10 linguistic fieldwork offers practical
guidance on areas such as applying for funding the first session on a
new language writing up the data and returning materials to communities
this expanded second edition provides new content on the results of
research on prosody elicitation on field experiment design and on
working in complex syntax
Linguistic Fieldwork 2017-03-14 if you are new to linguistics as a
subject and beginning a course at undergraduate or sixth form level how
to study linguistics is the ideal introduction and companion to your
studies covers all the core areas of linguistic study with chapters
discussing strategies for studying phonology syntax and semantics
explores other branches of linguistics such as sociolinguistics
stylistics and psycholinguistics includes a chapter on writing
linguistics essays and a detailed glossary to aid learning and revision
second edition includes new material designed to help the more advanced
reader how to study linguistics is both a guide to current ideas about
linguistics and a refreshingly practical text book it will not only
develop your skills as a language student but will also make an often
complex and daunting subject easy to understand and a pleasure to study
How to Study Linguistics 2023 an accessible and engaging textbook which
has been tailored to the author s own language society and power module
so each edition is refined by student feedback virtually all english
langauge and linguistics degrees around the world have a language and
society sociolinguistics module and most are core courses this is the
ideal textbook for both undergraduate students of linguistics as well as
those not studying linguistics full time but who are interested in the
study of language and society packed with pedagogical features such as
activity boxes chapter summaries and further reading also accompanied by
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a companion website with updated features such as a who s who of twitter
links to blogs and further discussion questions this makes it the
complete package for students of language and society includes an
applied chapter on projects which has been designed to help students
understand what sociolinguists do and how they conduct research intended
to help students conduct their own research in turn
Language, Society and Power 2013-06-26 this volume deals with several
types of contact languages pidgins creoles mixed languages and multi
ethnolects it also approaches contact languages from two perspectives an
historical linguistic perspective more specifically from a viewpoint of
genealogical linguistics language descent and linguistic family tree
models and a sociolinguistic perspective identifying specific social
contexts in which contact languages emerge
Introducing Sociolinguistics
Contact Languages
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